
  

DOMAINE DE LA ROCHE BLEUE 
JASNIÈRES LE CLOS DES MOLIÈRES 
100% Chenin Blanc. Subtle floral aromas 
with pear, dried herbs, almond, citrus & 
white pepper; flavors of apple, pears, 
almond, citrus & stone; rich, dry, crystalline 
& intensely mineral; nice length. 
 

Tasting Note:  Shelf Talker: 

JASNIÈRES CLOS 
DES MOLIÈRES 

100% Chenin Blanc. A bright pale gold 
color. Subtle floral aromas with pear, 

dried herbs, almond, citrus & white 
pepper. Flavors of apple, pears, almond, 
citrus & stone. Rich, dry, crystalline & 
intensely mineral. Nice length. Enjoy 

well chilled, ideally decanted 10 minutes 
before serving. Wait & watch as it 

develops. Pair with shellfish or fish or 
chicken in sauce. Organic. 

 

100% Chenin Blanc. A bright pale gold color. Subtle floral aromas with pear, dried herbs, almond, citrus and white 
pepper. Flavors of apple, pears, almond, citrus and stone. Rich, dry, crystalline and intensely mineral. Nice 

length. Enjoy in large glasses, well chilled. Ideally decanted 10 minutes before serving. Wait and watch as it 
develops. Pair with shellfish or fish or chicken in sauce. Organic. 

The vines are 25-30 years old. The estate is in the Coteaux du Loir and Jasnières. The vineyard is a mid-
slope parcel of thin clay and silex soils on limestone. Long and slow pressing of entire clusters, gravity 

movements. Indigenous yeasts, no Sulphur used, long cold fermentation on the less and 12 month elevage 
in neutral oak barrels. Sébastien’s wines are made and aged in a troglodyte cave that was dug deep into 

the tuffeau chalk in 1714. 

Sébastien Cornille founded Domaine de la Roche Bleue in Jasnières in 2007. In the years that followed, 
Sébastien acquired additional parcels, both in the appellation of Jasnières and in the surrounding larger, 

and commonly considered lesser, appellation of Côteaux du Loir. These are the two northernmost and 
coldest appellations in the greater Loire Valley. Today the appellation of Jasnières is comprised of two 

communes and 161 acres of vines, while the surrounding appellation of Côteaux du Loir encompasses 16 
communes and 198 acres. Starting in 2010, Sébastien embarked upon organic viticulture. Certification 

came three years later, and today he works organically and employs some biodynamic methods. His focus is 
on making wines as transparently as possible with minimal intervention. Today he farms 18.5 acres spread 

across 29 parcels. Of that acreage, 7 are in Jasnières, a uniform hillside facing south-southwest over the 
broad Loir Valley, and 11.5 are in Côteaux du Loir.  
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